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 entered the stadium
and made his openly wise dedication,
of a life well lived.
The people in attendance
were flawed at what he had said.

No one apparently appeared to believe
half of a life is being left unattended
in this of a pandemic of life as lost,
misery-driven and humanly ill-at-ease.

The loss of a virtuous life to become known.
The loss of a virtue as if too a moral code.
The loss to a civilization of a global conscience
toward right and or wrong..

 was to be speaking about loving.

And so,
when he began about a life long mission
on the earth to become known,
not so much as a greedy form of post-warring
and grave-robbing and too misinforming –
but of a person as a human being.
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What are the values of a life
to become informed more so about?
Who we each are under a surface exterior,
well hidden by a set of characteristics
that play on the outside worldly event-like stage -
to that of an inner,
profoundly informative life living edge,
where form, as energetically acquired data
as a consciousness pool is read
and or when able, spread wisely and with truth said.

The view,
as of a most profound acclaim.
People becoming unclear of now
who of these meanings were now meant for –
as most had never been so confronted
but expecting more …

more of an entertainment scenario.
And now however the restless few
were standing and with some hands shaking
I wondered what, if he kept on,
what they, these of the few, may do.
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Oh I had borne witness, surely I had,
to this individual
and to a crowded stadium, had said, -

Don’t ever more
drop your own intelligent radar within;

Don’t once again
under estimate your own life experiences
and inner rich insightful and intuitive senses
of ages past;

Don’t become a seditious bastard,
one who has born to a world of lies and deceit
as normal to live out of and by
because your life a trial
and no way once death and to die can appease
all wrong doings on that lost re-wind:

For task of life over … and then what
but of a whole of a life death
and now too, all over again, in a conscious state,
to live there and in that, over and over and over
as is when alive - but then perhaps conscience alive.
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The whole of his message,
no sermon-like,
but lovingly sent to one’s heart inside
emotionally charging
as if one’s own heart and bone
was pumping and thumping,
unwinding an epitome.

Somehow, deeply, on a new view
of who in each was being known
on a whole new-ish type of a life
to then however, review and too learn.

It took no more than
of a fifteen or so minutes to him speak.
But when he spoke,
a stillness so deeply felt, settled the stadium.
A pin drop could be heard,
even in that space so enormous,
prior noise so loud, chattering of no substance.
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I knew however he would become
so very clearly understood
because he spoke out of a life to be known,
experience and of an observation of patterns
people pertain:
and in how our behaviour a clue
to who at times is a party to more
than the instant or two becoming known.

He saw through, into each present,
a fear to become known of and addressed
to learn how to repair and or resolve or both.

of so many phenomenal activities
that inhibit our developing abilities
as a human and too of a ‘being’…
a being, a mind of intelligence
far superior than of that present education
or regurgitating usual media or digital platform stuff.

He knew life had a destructiveness
of which had, like a disease,
infiltrated to each one of us.

He understood the lack in so few
to become worldly dominant,
powerfully wealthy
and no conscience to be caring at all.
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the savagery of a war on all
who as of an innocence had to suffer
at the power in need, militarily, to be spent.

Oh he knew, of all the so-called elite.
He even knew of the political, judiciary
and corporate elite deceit,
corruption, lies
and awful behaviour world wide.

He had no knowledge at all
of the need to become famous or wealthy
as a means to become, so as is in us, ‘satisfied’.

However, in all he did have to say,
little if any about a crucifying of those hell bent
on all out criminal torturous-ness
to those undue souls on death’s dark door
where warring continues
because it was so evident, the messages clearly said …

love is an inner worth type event -
and if one is unable to learn from now and past regrets,
no not an issue, as in death
that is what in the end
is all that is to be undertaken
as in a deathly state as is consciousness –
and not a so-called end at the Peter’s Gate.
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The whole of a life
is in two superior parts …
one on the earth to live, learn and to support
that of the ‘other’, that of intelligence
and a supremacy of a guiding force
so immense, no way of fully to appreciate
its enormous extent.

So two individual ‘you’.
Two aspects of an inner and outer
perspective or views.

Oh how the crowd was so perplexed,
until he spoke of that word of love
as God as Earth and Moon, Sun and Stars,
Cosmically, universally, even in terms physics
as Big Bang, Dark Void and all,
even lastly, consciousness as of a whole.
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This that was stated,
about us as two,
made the audience even more so fascinated
to hear of such an extra-ordinary nature
as earth and life combining in one form
as us a human and being,
a particle to a consciousness pool.

So easy once understood as he unearthed
the life living earthly born type mystery …
But then too death so clear
as another revelation to each one here.

How so much in so minuscule of time.
It was as if we had already become knowing.

And yet,
he with that key unlocked in each
the ‘all-knowing’ sense of more …
and we each, as a group consciously wired,
felt that stream or flow to mind.
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And in a stadium as a collective,
passed our time into a new life to become felt,
thought about to now become
a far more observant and sensory being,
as well part of a world where a review
as to become a part of that new understanding

so no further loss, regret, lament
and life more valuable
and in need to, in ourself as us the two,
become grateful, kindly caring and thankful too.

-------0------

-------0------
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